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Fire and Smoke recognition in crowdsourced images with YOLO networks
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Abstract

The early detection of a fire can largely mitigate harmful consequences.
With the improvement in image quality, it is now possible to develop in-
telligent systems for visually detecting forest fires. An intelligent system
for fire detection was implemented based on deep learning techniques
for image object detection. As part of the fire detection approach devel-
opment, different datasets are proposed to train and evaluate the YOLO
models, specific to the fire and smoke recognition problem. The proposed
Fire/Smoke annotated datasets can be used in future smoke, and fire de-
tection research. Results show that a YOLOv4 one-stage detector can be
used for image fire and smoke detection tasks, trained using manually
annotated datasets and applied to a real application using crowdsourced
data.

1 Introduction

As a way for people to report fires detected using their smartphones, the
FireLoc project 1 of the Foundation of Science and Technology (FCT) [2]
is set up as an alternative way of reporting fires. This project is based on
voluntary contributions and aims to develop a system in which, through
a smartphone application, users can send photos of fire taken with their
smartphone camera. If present, smoke and fire are recognized in the im-
ages submitted, and the forest fire can be located on a map. This informa-
tion is then sent to a server. The developed system will correspond to the
submission validation module and validate whether there is fire or smoke
in each contribution.

In this paper, the main focus is the development of an intelligent sys-
tem for fire and smoke detection. integrated in the FireLoc application,
using the proposed post-processing steps to obtain the image classifica-
tion results, identifying whether user submissions are valid, i.e., whether
they contain smoke or fire.

2 Related work

Recent studies show advantages in considering the localization as well as
the classification of existing objects in an image as part of object detec-
tion problems [7]. The models used for object detection can be divided
into two categories: Two-stage detection frameworks and One-stage (Uni-
fied) detection frameworks. In the first, the process is divided into two
phases. First, there is a proposal for candidate regions of the image that
may contain objects to be detected [6]. The classification is then made
based on the first result, fine-tuning the regions, discarding false positives
(for example, Faster R-CNN). One-stage detection frameworks perform
the process at once, without the initial region proposal step and there-
fore allow a single model to be used, predicting the bounding boxes that
contain the objects present, as well as the probabilities of these belong-
ing to the classes considered [5] (for example the YOLO models). The
YOLOv4 models analyze the image’s features using different resolutions,
maintaining the original image’s height/width ratio. These models man-
age, by adapting the size of the initial anchors to the specific dataset, to
detect objects of various scales in the images [6] and allow the correct
detection of overlapping objects of different classes [3]. For this reason,
they present advantages when used for this problem, since it is common
to have the presence of smoke in the images where there is fire. How-
ever, these models have some disadvantages, such as the need to have a

1Project PCIF / MPG / 0128/2017, FireLoc - Where’s the Fire? - Identification, positioning,
and monitoring forest fires with crowdsourced data

considerable amount of annotated images to obtain good results. As such,
to solve the lack of annotated data, two datasets are proposed with the
annotation of Fire and Smoke class objects for training and model eval-
uation. These datasets were used to optimize the results in the context
of forest fires. In addition, the transfer learning technique was also used,
with a pre-trained model with the Imagenet dataset. The initial weights
resulting from the pre-training were kept, responsible for the extraction of
more low-level features. The last layers of the model, responsible for the
extraction of features specific to the problem, were retrained [6]. The use
of transfer learning makes the training process less time-consuming and
improves the model’s learning capacity.

3 Proposed approach

For the development of the fire and smoke detection system, an object de-
tection approach was adopted, using YOLOv4 [3] models. These models
detect the specific location of fire and smoke in the images. Therefore,
they require an indication of where the objects are present within the im-
age, using bounding boxes. To perform the manual annotation of the
training and testing datasets proposed, according to the YOLO annotation
format, the tool LabelImg was used.

Figure 1: Detection system steps

Figure 1 shows the sequence of steps necessary to detect fire and
smoke in the images submitted by the application users. The model first
identifies the parts of the images that contain fire or smoke with bound-
ing boxes, and the corresponding confidence score associated with each
detected object. The classification results are then obtained with the post-
processing step, which allows integration with the FireLoc system. For
the classification results, the Fire, Smoke, and Neutral classes are con-
sidered. The images in which fire is detected belong to class Fire, and the
images in which smoke is detected, and no fire is detected belong to class
Smoke. The remaining images, in which no object is detected, belong to
the Neutral class.

Figure 2: Number of object examples in each dataset

For the training of these models, an open-source dataset from [1] was
used. This dataset contains an equal amount of images from each class:
Smoke, Fire, and Neutral). It contains 1000 images of each category
and is named Fire-Smoke-Dataset. To complement this training dataset
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approximating their characteristics and test the models’ performance in
the context of forest fires, an image dataset taken in a simulacrum2 per-
formed by firefighters was also used. The pictures were taken using differ-
ent smartphones and tablets and correspond to a context similar to that of
using the FireLoc application. These datasets were annotated according
to the YOLO annotation format, resulting in the distribution of examples
shown in the graph of figure 2.

4 Results and Discussion

For the evaluation of YOLOv4 models’ performance, the IoU threshold
was set to 0.3, lower than the typical 0.5 value used int the COCO dataset
detection competition. The lowering of the IoU threshold used was in-
tended to increase the tolerance for object location errors, obtaining a
greater number of valid detections. The results of object detection in the
images obtained by the models were evaluated by calculating the mean
average precision (mAP) value obtained and the classification results of
the images as a whole, using confusion matrices. One of the reasons for
the analysis of mAP is that, by considering the level of confidence in the
detections made, it is possible to evaluate the relationship between false
positives and false negatives [4]. The analysis of mAP results allows the
evaluation of the models’ detection performance. The datasets proposed
for training and testing were used for training the models, using the de-
fault input size for the images, 416x416. Two classes of objects present
in the images were considered: Fire and Smoke, and the anchors were
adjusted to the training dataset, using k-means, to approximate the di-
mensions to those of the objects present in the test images.

Additional tests were performed to adjust the confidence threshold.
The model with the best performance obtained in the previous test was
used, varying the confidence threshold between 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and
25%. All detections whose confidence indicated by the model is lower
than the value of the defined threshold are discarded and, as such, the
adjustment of the defined threshold may have an influence on the results of
both fire and smoke detection in the images (that is, the ability to detect the
location in the space of the images correctly) as well as the classification
of the images as a whole. Before this test, the confidence threshold value
used was the same as in the YOLOv4 [3] work. The graph in table 1 shows
that the lower the defined confidence threshold, the best mAP result.

Confidence threshold 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
mAP results 62.2 60.3 57.5 54.8 52.22

Table 1: Test mAP results

These results indicate that the lower the confidence threshold, the
greater the number of detections performed, resulting in better mAP re-
sults. Therefore, although the best result is obtained with 5% confidence,
detection performance was compared considering 5% and an intermediate
point 15% confidence.

Figure 3: Test results with different confidence threshold

Predictions – confidence 5 %
Ground-truth Fire Neutral Smoke

Fire 78 0 6
Neutral 1 22 14
Smoke 14 0 80

Table 2: Classification results with 5% confidence

The results presented in the confusion matrices in tables 2 and 3, cor-
respond to the classification with three classes, after the application of
the first post-processing step. The results obtained with 5% confidence,

2Images collected on May 15, 2019, in tests carried out in Serra da Lousã by Associação
para o Desenvolvimento e Aerodinâmica Industrial (ADAI)

Predictions – confidence 15 %
Ground-truth Fire Neutral Smoke

Fire 67 0 17
Neutral 0 31 6
Smoke 6 5 83

Table 3: Classification results with 15% confidence

in graph 2, show that the increase of false positive detections does not
have a significantly negative impact on the classification results, with the
model correctly identifying all the dataset’s images where fire or smoke
is present. However, as a consequence of the increase of the number of
detections that are considered valid, the number of false positives also in-
creases, reaching a total of 15 Neutral images in which smoke or fire is
mistakenly identified.

Therefore, two points of operation for the system are proposed, alter-
nating the threshold of confidence in the detections between 5% and 15%,
depending on the number of submissions made by the application users.
The possibility of switching between two operating points allows for a
larger or smaller filter to be applied to the submitted images, adapting the
system’s operation to times of greater or lesser occurrence of forest fires.

Figure 4: Example of detection results

When comparing the detection results obtained in the same image
considering the two proposed operating points, in figure 4, it is possible
to observe repeated detections of the same object in both results. When
using a 5% confidence threshold, the number of repetitions is noticeably
higher, resulting in a greater number of false negatives in the detection re-
sults (in the graphs of figure 3). In this case, independently of the defined
operation point, the image would be correctly classified with class Fire.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In conclusion, the results obtained for the fire and smoke detection prob-
lem in static images are promising. With the developed system, it is pos-
sible to get the fire or smoke location detected in the image’s space. The
YOLO models also allow fire and smoke detections to be made on video,
which can be useful in integrating with the FireLoc system if video sub-
missions, in addition to still images, are accepted. The system can be dy-
namic, absorbing new information by applying new cycles of additional
training, using images submitted by users, adapting it better to the appli-
cation’s operating context.
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